
THE LABIOVELARS 
IN MYCENAEAN AND HISTORICAL GREEK 

by OSWALD SZEMERENYI 

In the field of phonology, Mycenaean Greek presents as already accom
plished many complex developments known from historical times; such 
are, e.g., bh, dh, gh > ph, th, kh; s > h > 0, or ty > ss. But there is one 
important set of sounds where Mycenaean lags behind and shows its archaic 
character. 

As is known, the Indo-European labiovelars, velar stops accompanied 
by simultaneous lip-rounding 1, are represented by simple labials, dentals or 
velars in historical Greek. Thus lE *kwis and *penkwe appear as 'rL':; (Thess. XL':;) 

and 7tev're/7ter;.m;; *kWoteros and *kWtili- as 7to'repo.:; and 7tiiAL-XO':;, while *gWou-
kWolos gives ~OUXOAO':;. One of the major surprises held by Mycenaean is the 
fact that the original labiovelars did not reach this stage by the time of the 
tablets: for them a special set of signs is used. M. Lejeune has shown in a 
detailed study 2 that at the time the Linear B signary was devised, signs of 
Linear A and at least one new sign were used to denote the originallabiovelars. 

A much more difficult question is whether the sounds so denoted were 
still labiovelars. Lejeune has pointed out that the Mycenaean forerunner of 
t7t7to.:; is spelt with the same sign as, e.g., ~OUXOAO':; from *gWou-kWolos (= qOZt
qoro) or &r;.cpL7tOAO':; from *amphi-kwolos (= apiqoro). This would indicate that 
by the time the signary was constituted there was no difference between an 

I See, for a restatement of this old definition, S. W. AlIen, Lingua 7, 1958, II3. 
2 See now Mem. 316; on the problem of labiovelars the same paper 285 f. On pal = 

qa, see also Georgiev, e.g. Izvestija Akademii Nauk 14, 1955, 275; Etudes Mycenien
nes 1956, 53 f; Heubeck, IF 63, 1958, 113 f. ; 65, 1960, 258. It is rather disappointing 
that, at this late hour, P. Ramat can still speak of pal = pa (PP 66, 1959, 193 f.) 
and maintain that pate represents kwii.- (195), although this error was shown up three 
years before, see Szemerenyi, Gl. 35, 1956, 1031; Winter, Language 32, 1956, 506; and 
more recently Heubeck, IF 63, 1958, 136; Lejeune, Mem. 290 f. 
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original kW and the sequence k + w found in lE *ekwos. On the other hand, 
the sequence k + w, that appears at morpheme junctures when a suffix begin
ning in w- is added to a stem ending in a velar, has so far never been found 
represented by this set. We have, e.g. tetukowoa = -re:"t"uX-folX or parakuwe and 
parakewe, indicating -kwe. 

Further complications would be introduced if sign 87 were to be identified 
as kwe; in that case one could hardly see the point of differentiating -kw
and k-w- by using for the latter, say in kwe, not only kuwe and kewe but 
also kwe. But if the suggestion that sign 87 is twe should prove correct, 
this difficulty disappears. 

Now it might be argued that the difference in the use of the labiovelar 
set on the one hand and the disjunct set kewejkuwe etc. on the other, repre
sents a linguistic reality. Just as t(h)y develops into Attic -0'- within a word, 
e.g., iSo'o~ fLeO'O':;, but into -"t""t"- at the morpheme juncture in, e.g., fLeA~"t""t"O'.: 1tAcX"t""t"W, 
so there is an obvious difference between ikwo on the one hand and tetukwoa 
on the other: the latter does not seem ever to have developed into "t"e:"t"ucp(cp)OIX3. 

As against such considerations, we must not overlook the fact that we would 
be ascribing a completely anachronistic philological training to our Myce
naean scribes. Yet we see that for them there was no difference between 
ikkwo-s and amph-ikwo-los, and we would in any case expect the difference 
between single and geminate consonants to be ignored, since even in the 
historical period it took the scribes a long time to realize the importance of 
writing geminates. It is even less likely that morpheme-boundary would have 
been a meaningful concept. 

It seems therefore that we are forced to conclude that the difference bet
ween kWe and kewejkuwe (and kwe ?) was of a different character. In the case 
of the labiovelars followed by a front-vowel the obvious inference would seem 
to be that kW(eji) had already been palatalized, so that the real sound was 
something like tsW(eji) 4. In that case it is easy to understand why at the mor
pheme-boundary, where the velar was retained in the language, the sign 
kWe or kWi was unusable. An indication of such a phonetic development 
would appear in the spellings odakuweta, odakeweta and odatuweta if the latter 
were accepted as the original. Furthermore, the assonance of tinwasijo and 
qinwaso may yet turn out to be far from deceptive 5. 

This interpretation entails a further modification of current views. We 
are still under the spell of the grid-system. This, combined with the uniform 
Indo-European antecedent kW before any vowel, makes us inclined to accept 
the usual interpretation of the set as qe qi qo qa. Buf if qe and qi are in rea-

• See Allen, Lingua 7, 1958, 119 '1. 
• On the phonetic details see AlIen, 1. c., 116f., and, on kWi, p. 122 f. 
& See for the time being, Lejeune, Mem. 300; on odatweta also Gallavotti, Myce

naean Studies, ed. E .L. Bennett, 1964, 57. 
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lity palatalized sounds, we have to give up this uniform interpretation. For 
obvious reasons qa and qo can never have represented tya tyo or tsWa and 
tswo. Hence it follows that, in the synchronous system of Mycenaean, qa and 
qo are not to be taken in one series with qe/qi. Their appearence in one sec
tion of the grid has a diachronic foundation but this must not mislead us into 
construing their synchronous phonetic (and phonemic) status on this dia
chronic basis. What exactly the phonetic nature of these sounds was, is not 
at all certain. The argument used above would suggest that they must by 
then have moved away from kW or kw in the direction of the later develop
ment ; but exactly how far cannot be established with the present evidence. 

From the point of view of historical phonology one further problem 
arises. Some Greek dialects develop the voiceless labiovelar (kW) into a labial 
even before front-vowels, notably the Aeolic group. Common Greek 7t£v'r€, 
for example, appears as 7t£fl7tE: in Lesbian and Boeotian. This labialization is 
the rule even in the other dialects with the voiced stop gW and perhaps even 
with the voiceless aspirated stop (khW) , if they are followed by i; e.g. 
lE *gwi- ( live' gives ~(o~ everywhere, and gWhi is perhaps represented by ()qn~. 
But with the voiceless stop kW, the labialization is confined to the Aeolic 
group. However, it has been argued that this labialization is also found in 
Arcado-Cyprian. Thus the Cyprian forms 7t€tcrE:L 7tE:Lcr€ 6 (shall pay' corre
spond to Attic 'r€tcr€L, 'r€tern (from *kwei-) and 7tE:fl7t<Xfl£POV also presents 7t, 
not 'r. But here 7t may be regular before ii and 7tE:LcrE:, which in any case curiously 
contrasts with Arcadian <X7tu'r€LQ'(hw, <X7tU'r€L£'rW, S;cr'r€LcrLV 7, may be due to 0-

grade forms (e.g. 7tOLV&') where 7t was regular. But Strunk has recently gone 
even further and attempted to enlarge the number in Cyprian, and add exam
ples from Arcadian, and even Pamphylian 8. In his view opi in the Idalian 
tablet (1. 29) represents ope from *yokWe (= Cl'r€) , and Arcadian Lvcpop~(E:V 

derives from *bhrsgWi- found also in Li. brizgilas ( bridle, rein' ; the Pamphy
lian name 11EAwp~ is identical with Horn. 7teAwp(LO~). But none of these com
parisons is tenable or convincing. Mycenaean ote shows that it is useless to 
trace an alleged Cyprian ope to *yokWe, since the conjunction has an original 
dental. Mycenaean poqeja as forerunner of CPOP~€L&. shows the labiovelar but 
the labial development is due to cpop~ii (Myc. poqa) and -cpop~o~. The Pamphy
Han name may, but need not, be connected with 7t£AWP; even if it is, a labio
velar is not proved for this word as I hope to show elsewhere; cf. also the 
text further on. 

This question is, we now see, less important from the point of view of 
Greek dialectology than from the point of view of the constitution of Epic 

e See now Thumb-Scherer, Griechische Dialekte II, 160. 

7 Schwyzer, Delectus 656, 35, 43, 37. 
8 K. Strunk, Die sogenannten Aolismen der horn. Sprache, Koln 1957, 32f. See 

my review JHS 79, 1959, 19If. 
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Greek. Since the labialization is post-Mycenaean there is, from this side, no 
real obstacle to linking labializing Aeolic more closely with non-Iabializing 
Mycenaean: any dialect may develop different features from the original 
, stock'. But from the point of view of Homeric language, it is important to 
know whether labializing forms demand an Aeolic stratum or can still be 
reconciled with a direct descent from Mycenaean Epic. It is worth recalling 
that the number of labializing forms in Homer is minimal. Altogether there 
are five Homeric forms that are still claimed as Aeolicisms 9 

I. 7t€ACllP and its derivatives 
2. ~€pe:apOV = Att. ~&.p<x&pov 
3. 7t€AOfL<XL and its group 

I / I I 4. 7tLGUpe:<; 7tLGUp<X<; = 't"e:'t''t'<xpe:<; 

5· 'fl~P = a~p 

But a brief examination shows that this is a rather heterogeneous group. 

I. The reason for assuming a labiovelar in 7t€ACllP is the Hesychius-gloss 
't'€ACllp· 7te:AWPLOV, fL<Xxpov, fL€Y<X; 't'e:AWPLO<;· fL€Y<X<;, 7te:AWpLO<;. The word also occurs 
in the interesting epigram found in Memphis, which begins with the line: 

This poem of six elegiacs, written in Egypt, is surprisingly lavish with high
flown words. In addition to iS7t<X't'o<;, 7tUfL<X't'O<; (with a not very clear play on 
these words) and 7t<XPcX a1:v' &:AO<;, we find epe:aCJL, EP€CllV - again only known 
from Hesychius' gloss EP€<X<;· 't'€xv<x. 0e:aa<XAoL, Ep€e:a'flL· 't'€XVOL<; - and X€ACllP 
(' sound, voice' = ' lament' ?). It is therefore quite in order that 't'e:AWPLO<;, 
another unusual word, should also appear. The cumulative effect is of course 
rather different. One cannot help feeling that the author drew on a list of 
words (epic?, or merely' recherche '), such as has recently been published -
again from Egypt 11. The words 't"'Y)A€~LO<; (hapax, ' long-lived' ?) and &e:a7t€aLO<; 

• See Chantraine, Grammaire Homerique I, II3f. and Conclusion (1957) 509. 
Note however that ~dofl<Xt, claimed as an Aeolicism (p. 495) is in no way different from 
!(wem: sim.; 3e(t}oflott was obviously out of the question, since ~LOt;, the leading form 
of the group, asserted its supremacy. Thumb-Scherer (II 209) seem to ascribe an Aeoli
cism mjAUt to Homer. On the problem of Aeolicisms see also Strunk, Die sog. Aolismen 
der homerischen Sprache, 1957, 20 f. ; Ruijgh, L'eIement acheen dans la langue epique, 
1957, 2.7f. (both reviewed by me at ]HS 79, 1959, 191-3) ; Webster, From Mycenae to 
Homer, 1958, 159f., esp. 161; Kirk, The Songs of Homer, 1962, 149; Palmer, at: A 
companion to Homer (ed. A.J.B. Wace & F. H. Stubbings), 1963, 79.102. 

10 I am indebted to P. M. Fraser for identifying the epigram in Peek's Griechische 
Vers-inschriften I, Berlin 1955; it is no. 1313, now dated by Peek in the 2nd c. A.D. 
(as against Puchstein's 1st c. B.C.). 

11 Cf. The Hibeh Papyri n, E. G. Turner, 1955, If. "It is not a glossary ... Its 
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(' fatal'?) are certainly used very idiosyncratically. And "t"e:AWPLO~ itself, 
though probably used in the sense of fLEYoo;, is hardly (immense, gigantic'. 

As to the Hesychius-gloss, we have no knowledge of how the word was 
used in the works excerpted. It seems therefore quite unjustifiable to infer 
from his lemma etymological identity of "t"e:AWPLO~ with 7te:AWPLO~ l2. 

Even less likely, in my view impossible, is the further connection with 
Horn. "t"EPoo; on the basis of an lE *kwer~s/kwer6r, the latter being dissimilated 
to *kwel6r 13. If nothing else, the meaning of Horn. 7tEACUP ( giant' rules out a 
connection with "t"EPoo; which is an (ominous sign' and cannot be separated 
from Horn. nLpe:<x 14. And both words are hardly likely to be of Indo-Euro
pean origin; 7tEACUP in particular can be suspected of ( Eastern' provenience. 

2. The alleged Aeolic character is even fainter in ~Epe:epO'J seeing that 
Attic also has a labial in ~cXp<xepo'J. The differing vocalism in the two forms, 
e:-e: as against <X-<X, certainly points to assimilation; the original could have 
been *gWerathron or *gWarethron. In the former case 15 the assimilation would 
be post-Mycenaean (and therefore not uniform in the dialects), as is suggested 
by Myc. qerana ' ewer, jug', which is most likely continued by ~<XA<X'Je:LO'J etc. 16 

In the second case the suffix would seem more normal (cf. OAe:.&pO~, PEe:.&pO'J, 
Mpe:"t"p<x, ql<xpuyye:.&po'J) 17. In either case the development is regular in Arc. 
aEpe:.&pO'J (Hes.; also spelt ~Epe:.&pO'J) 18, and Att. ~cXp<x.&po'J. The Homeric vo
calism on the other hand has an exact parallel in ~EAe:fL'Jo'J. This is from 
~cXAACU which again appears with a-vocalism in Att. ~cXAACU, but with e-vocalism 
in Arc. aEnCU (inscr. E(JaEAAO'J"t"~; Hes. ~EAAe:L'J' ~cXAAe:L'J). And just as in the case 
of ~EAe:fL'JO'J - to which ~EAO~ may be added - no one would think of an 
Aeolicism, since quite clearly the other derivatives of the root, such as ~OA~, 
-~OAO~ etc. prevailed with their labial independent of the dialect, so in Horn. 
~Epe:epO'J the labial cannot be regarded as a sign of an Aeolic stratum 19. 

use in fact appears to be that of a Gradus in Parnassum " (p. 2). " ... more than thirty 
of the words in this list - that is, one in four - are unknown to our lexica" (ibid.). 

11 To mention just one possibility, Te:AWPWC; may be based on an adjective *Te:A
WpO~ 'whose time is full = fully grown, big', from which, under the influence of 1;€AWPO<; 
and its group, both T€AWP and TeAwpwc; were formed. 

13 See Osthofi, Archlv flir Religionswissenschaft 8, 1905, 51 f.; Boisacq, Dict. 
etym. de la langue grecque, 765; Lejeune, Traite de phonetique grecque2 40, 130. 

If See on this, Scherer, Gestirnnamen bei den idg. V6lkern, 1953, 30 f. ; but he is 
wrong to admit (31 bottom), even as a possibility, connection with 7t€AWp. 

15 Accepted by Kurylowicz, Apophonie 20868 ; see now Szemerenyi, Syncope in 
Greek and Indo-European and the nature of Indo-European accent, Naples 1964, 215 f. 

18 This attractive suggestion was made to me by Col. P.B.S. Andrewes. 
11 Schwyzer GG I, 533. 
18 Cf. Tsakonian A€pe:cre:, Schwyzer, GG I, 295. 
11 See also v.Wijk, IF 20, 1907, 343; Specht, KZ 59, 1932, 117, on the inflection 

and vowel-variation. 
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3. The same circumstances explain 7te:A- which adopted the labial on 
account of £7tAe:'t"O and 7tOAeOflIXL (7t(JlA-). 

4. More complex is the case of 7tLO'Upe:<;. The Indo-European numeral 
had a complicated ablauting declension, the most important cases having 
the following forms: nom. *kWetwores, acc. kWetur1;fs, gen. *kWeturom, loco 
*kWetwfsi. This complicated pattern appears in no Greek dialect; each dia
lect generalized one particular stem-form. Thus Attic (and Boeotian) made 
use of't"e:'t"'t"lXp-(7te:'t"'t"lXp-} from the loc., as did Ionic 20 which further assimilated 
it to 't"EO'O'e:pe:<;; W. Greek 't"E't"Ope:<; adopted the vocalism of the nominative. 
The original weak form only survives in Lesbian 7tEO'Upe:<; 21. But the divergent 
development of the dialects cannot reflect a very old dialectal division; M yce
naean must still have possessed the ablauting paradigm. Hence -up- in the 
Homeric form is not an Aeolicism but merely an archaism. Horn. 7tLO'Upe:<; also 
diverges from the Lesbian form with its L. This is problematical in any case. 
It certainly cannot reflect an Indo-European 'reduced' grade 22; it must 
be a rather late assimilation of e-u to i-u (i-it ?) 23. The 0', instead of 't", is pro
bably due to levelling in the original paradigm *kwessores / kWeturas, and not 
parallel to ~flLO'U<; 24. So the only point of contact is the initial labial since we 
would expect *'t"EO'UplX<; or *'t"LO'UplX<; 25. And here again it is unnecessary to 
assume an Aeolic stratum. It is quite sufficient to assume that 't"LO'UplX<; became 
unusual and was approximated to the living form 7tEO'Upe:<; of the neighbour
hood. 

5. Even simpler is the case of cp~p. It occurs twice; at Il.2, 743 it undoub
tedly refers to the Centaurs and the same must be true of I,268 26. In view 
of the fact that normal Homeric 6~p corresponds with Thess. cp~p (in 7te:cpe:LPIX
XOV't"e:<;, Larisa, and perhaps <l>LAOcpe:LPO<; = -61)po<;), it is possible that <I>~pe:<; 

represents *ghweres (as does 6~pe:<;), although we (and the ancients) may 
be the victims of sound, and <I>~pe:<;, the name of the Centaurs, may be just 
as much a foreign word as KEV't"IXUPOL seems to be. But even if <I>~pe:<; is indige
nous, and therefore ' Aeolic " it does not guarantee an Aeolic stratum. It is 

'0 I do not know of any evidence to claim this form for Arcadian as well, as is 
done by Buck, Greek Dialects 395 (but cf. Bechtel, GD I 72) . 

.. In spite of Hesychius's 7tEcrcrupe:~, this seems the correct form, see Bechtel, I.c. 
22 See, e.g., Schwyzer, GG I 590. 
23 A parallel, this time in Lesbian, is probably provided by Sappho's mcrcron'wv; 

see Bechtel, GD I 61. 
2( See Schwyzer, GG I 590, as against Bechtel, I.c. 
25 The form 7t!cruplX~ appears 4 times (11. 15, 680; 23, 171; 24, 233; Od. 22, Ill), 

7t(crupe:~ twice (Od. 5, 70; 16, 249) ; the latter must be based on the former. 
2S In spite of the different print in the Oxford text, curiously inverted in Monro's 

school-edition. 
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quite possible that the story of the <l>1jpec;, first sung by local bards in Thes
saly, was received into the main stream of epic poetry, naturally with the local 
form of the name. 

We must therefore conclude that the representation of the labiovelars 
in Homeric Greek does not justify the assumption of an Aeolic phase in Epic 
poetry. Our evidence on this point is compatible with the view that epic 
diction is in the direct line of descent from Mycenaean Epic 27. 

Even less successful have been attempts to find Mycenaean instances 
of early labialization. The only convincing instance is ipopoqo (PY Fn II92, I : 

zeukeusi ipopoqoiqe) which is bmocpop~6c; and thus represents earlier ikwo
phorgWos; but ippo- is obviously due to assimilation to the following labial 28. 

The often quoted variation between Pylian pereqotaJqereqota cannot be regar
ded as a sign of incipient labialization 29; it is simply a lapsus or dissimi
lation 30. 

Another important fact revealed by the tablets is that Mycenaean preser
ves the labiovelar even when it is followed by a consonant. A well-known 
instance is qirijato = (e) 7tp [oc:ro. Even more important is the fact that the 
historical ending -01)1 is still -okws (spelt -oqoso) , for it is difficult to believe that 
the historical -01)1 is not the direct descendant of Myc. -okws but based on the 
analogy of the oblique cases where the labiovelar appeared before vowels 31. 

lt is rather the alleged or real instances of the loss of the labial element (!~OtL, 
&'t"p(xx't"OC;, &,nypov, ()X't"(xAAOC;) that require a special explanation; they are 
either to be rejected (almost certainly &'t"p(xx't"oc;) or due to dissimilation (7tOAO
ox'"'oc;, from 7tOAU-07t't"Oc;). Regular also are such sequences as 1)1 in Adl)lw, v[l)Iw, 
etc. For original kWs two interesting and contradictory examples appear in 
Mycenaean. The Classical name M61)10c; is still moqoso 32; here the sequence 

27 See Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 1958, esp. 159 f.; Strunk, o. c. C. H. 
Whitman (Homer and the heroic tradition, 1958) does not seem to pay any attention 
to this question; see his discussion pp. 22 f. 60 f. 

28 Lejeune, Mem. 302 (followed by Heubeck, IF 65, 1960, 256.258), speaks of 
. dissimilation regressive' but if this were the case, ikwophorgwos ought to have deve
loped into iko-, not ippo-. The incorrectness of ' dissimilation regressive' is made patent 
by Heubeck's clearer definition (Glotta 39, 1961, 165) : the first labiovelar loses its velar 
(1) element and becomes a labial (1). In other words, in ikwophorgwos kw loses k and w 
becomes p. This is pure paper-phonetics. Dissimilation would have led to loss of the 
labial element as stated above and as is shown by a generally recognized case of regres
sive dissimilation such as xomv6.; from *kwapnos. The other examples - all names -
must be ignored. 

2. Recently Gallavotti, RFIC 36, 1958, 113, 115, 117. 
30 See Lejeune, Mem. 249, 302; Heubeck, IF 65, 1960, 254 f. But cf. fn. 28 above. 
31 Schwyzer, GG I, 299 bottom, after Georgiev. This is now recognised even by 

Kurylowicz, Apophonie 360 f., who denies the Indo-European origin of labiovelars. 
See also Lejeune, 312 f. 

32 On this name and its identification with Hittite MukSus etc., see Kretschmer, 
Anzeiger der Osterreichischen Akademie, 86, 1949, 201 f; H. Gregoire, La Nouvelle Clio 

• 
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-kws- developed into -0/- as in the type in -00/. But historical ~LtpOI; is now 
known to have been kWsiphos in Mycenaean times (dual qisipee). Here, then, 
instead of expected *o/LtpOI; we find ~LtpOI;, obviously due to a post-Mycenaean 
dissimilation of the labial element in kW caused by the following labial: 
kWsiphos > ksiphos 33; cf. XIX1t\lOI; < kwap-. This is somewhat surprising since 
o/EtplX1; seems to correspond with Skt. k$ap- 'night' etc., and here the sequence 
*kwsep(h) developed normally. 

One further question concerns the historical development of gWi. If the 
phonetic interpretation of Pisani and AlIen 34 is correct, as seems to be the 
case, then we can expect no palatalization: ~~ is regular, 8~ cannot appear. 
Yet the form E\l8e8~wxo't'lX at any rate has long been regarded as proving such 
a development 35. This form occurs in the well-known Heraclean tablets 
(Schwyzer, Delectus 62, 120) : 't'IXU't'1X 8e 1tCX\I't'1X (: 8E\l8pelX) 1tetpunuflE\l1X 1tlXphE~o\ln 
XlXt E\l8e8~wxo't'lX, OO'O'IX E\I '!oc~ O'u\le~xlX~ yeypoco/lX't'IX~. Since Roscher's study 36 it 
is generally agreed that the word corresponds to Theophrastus' Efl~e~~wxo'!lX, 

and therefore it is assumed that the normal Greek ~~ow is represented by 
8~ow at Heraclea. But the assumption of 8LO~ 8~ow, instead of ~LOI; ~~ow is 
so monstrous that any explanation that will rid us of these forms must be 
welcome 37. Now the dialect of Heraclea goes back, via Tarentum, to Laconia . 
In Laconian, earlier dz from gy or dy appears as 88 or 8- : fl~X~x~88ofle\lol;, (Ari
stoph.:) YUfl\loc880fllX~ flUO'L88'1)\I (= flUeL~e~\I), 6.eu~ 38. It is therefore reasonable 

I, 1950, 162 f; Barnett JHS 63, 1953, 140 f. ; Studies H. Goldmann, 1956, 215 ; Chadwick, 
TPS 1954, 51; Hanfmann, HSCP 63, 1958, 72 f. ; Heubeck, Lydiaka, 1959, 43 f. ; Docu
ments 421 ; Goetze, JCS 16, 1962, 53. In view of the fact that the coexistence of Greek 
M61jJo<; and Hittite MuMas might be found puzzling, it is of interest to note that the 
name of the German town Mobschatz (N. W. of Dresden) which in 1091 A. D. appears 
as Mococize and in the local dialect still sounds Mugs, is also recorded as Mobschitz 
as early as 1288; see W. Fleischer, Beitrage zur Gesch. der deutschen Sprache u. Lite
ratur (HaUe) 81, 1959, 318 f . 

•• This as also Lejeune's view, Mem. 315 f. Ventris-Chadwick, Docs. 348, conside
red it a loanword, which is more likely than an Indo-European derivation (Heubeck, 
Minos 6, 1958, 55 f.), although Egypt. hepes is hardly suitable. Benveniste's derivation 
of Ossetic aexsyrf' scythe' from kSipra- is denied, on grounds of semantics, by Abajev, 
Voprosy Jazykoznanija 1959/2, 146 f.; cf. Szemerenyi, Syncope 2051. 40S. 

"' Pisani, Studi 600; AUen, Lingua 7, 1958, 121. 
35 Cf. Schwyzer, GG I 300; see also Pedersen, Travaux du Cerc1e Linguistique 

de Prague 8, 1939, 289. If 'AV'd~ho<;, &£ato<;, rato<; started with a labiovelar, Hamp's 
solution (Glotta 38, 1960, 196) would account for them. 

at RhM 44, 1889, 312-6. 
at Pisani, Ricerche Linguistiche I, 1950, 176, suggested that an original sequence 

*gWe_gWi_ regularly developed into BE~t- and then assimilated into BEBt-. But, as is known, 
the reduplication follows the root (erre:<pvE, not E:Te:<pvz, even less hEave:) , not the other 
way round. Besides, the term used is an obvious calque of EfLt't6w and so of a rather 
late date, which means that the native verb was substituted for Attic ~t6w. Hamp's 
attempt (Glotta 38, 1960, 197) is not adequate. 

U Thumb-Kieckers, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte P, 1931, 85 f. 
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to assume that original ~~w (Att. ~w) became *~~w, *~EW. Heraclean on the 
other hand shares with other dialects the tendency to use a stem-extension 
in -w- (cf. subj. 1tptWt from 1tPL671, fut. 1tPtWCl"€~, i.e. 1tpL6w in contrast to Att. 
1tPLW) 39, which is also attested in the perfect, especially in Doric dialects: eOw

XIX't"L Hes., Theran I.IXP€UWXIX, eyr. l.iXpL't"€uwx6't"wv ecpop€uwx6't"wv, Delph. XIX't"€Cl"

X€UWX€ XIX't"€Cl"X€UW't"IXL 40. It seems therefore that Heraclean -~€~Lwx6't"1X represents 
~€-~'Y)-W-X6't"1X, the 'normal' perfect of *~~w • ~w' 41, with the normal change 
of €W to LW. 

From the point of view of Greek dialectology the difference between 
(completely) labiaIizing and non-labializing dialects is often used for far
reaching conclusions. Yet we should not lose sight of the fact that the deve
lopment is much more complex in 'both areas', as can be seen from the fol
lowing tables: 

General treatment 

't"E't"'t"IXP€<; 

g't"€LCl"1X 

't"'Y)A6&€v, 't"'Y)AOU 
1tEV't"€ 

cX~~V 

~EP'Y) 
~€ACPU<; cX~€Acp6<; D.€ACPO~ 

~~AO!LIXLI ~OUAO!LIXL 
o~€A6<; 

38 Thumb-Kieckers, 99; Buck, Greek Dialects 126. 

Aeolic 

1tEcrupe<; 

~1t€tCl"1X 

1t~AOL 

1tE!L1t€ 

't"LCl"L<; 't"~vw 

't"L<; 't"L<; (Thess. Xt<;) 

't"~!L1X 't"~!LLO<; 

ChL't"O<; 

~EPIX 
cX~EACP€O<; BEACPOL ~EACPLV 
~€AA-I ~OAA-
()~€AO<; 

40 Schwyzer, GG I 775; Buck 1. c. Cf. &vhewcr6cxL, Thumb-Kieckers I 100. 

n See Thumb-Kieckers 96; the assumption of S~w seems justified in spite of the 
fact that some other.dialects (e. g. Cretan) show ~6JW, and that Heraclean has presents in 
-t~w and the words ZW1t\JPW ~CX!.l.L6Jcrov·n (Thumb-Kieckers 97, 99). At a time when Koine
influence is already very extensive, such forms are not surprising; they do not imply 
that' Heraclean ' (or' Tarentine ') separated from Laconian before ~ became S(il). Note 
Tarantine -crcrw, innovated for -~w, Thumb-Kieckers I 98 f.; Leumann, KSchr. 162. • 
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gWi ~LOC; ~LO't"Oe; 

~LCX ~LCX 

.&e:crcrcX(.Le:voe; Boeot . f.M-cpe:cr't"oe; 42 

gWhe 0e:'t"'t"CXAOe; <l>E't"'t"CXAOC; 
.&e:p(.L6e; ,&Ep(.Loe; 

gWhi IScple; ? 

It will be seen that, even in the non-labializing group, gW (and gWh ?) 
are labialized before i, though not before e. But it is just as important to 
note that in the labializing area kW shows no labialization before L ('t"Le;, 't"LGLC;, 
't"LVW) and the particle kWe is never 7te: 43 • In point of fact, in Lesbian only 7t~AUL, 
7tEcrupe:c; and 7tE(.L7te: are really well-established, and it is not impossible that 
, full' labialization occurred in Thess.-Boeotian only after the departure of 
the future colonizers of the Aeolis 44. 

In view of these facts we can hardly draw any conclusions as to the ori
ginal focus of labialization within the Greek world. If there really was a po
werful labializing centre in the Aeolic group, it is rather surprising to find 
that it did not engulf such important and common terms as 't"Le; 't"L(.LcX and 't"e:. 
One might just as well assume that the partial labializing tendency (before 
velar vowels) coming from the still prestige-endowed areas of the old Myce
naean empire was carried beyond its legitimate confines in the Aeolic group
although not before certain important words had chosen the natural develop
ment. 

The patchy character of 'full' labialization also speaks in my view 
against its connection with the really complete labialization of the Oscan
Umbrian group, where we do find labialized Pis pe etc. 45 This also rules out 
the alleged isogloss between Greek and Armenian (even Albanian) in the 
matter of palatalization of labiovelars. Whereas Armenian does not palata
lize original gW before e and i, Greek does palatalize before e: (ae:Acp0C;, &a~v, 

a~AO(.LCXL) but not before L (~LOe; ~LCX). Similarly, if Armenian does palatalize 

U I do not count (e)8EAw (as is done by Scherer) since it does not have a labio
velar; Debrunner, Fs. Zucker, 1954, 83-IIO, showed that e6iAw is the primary form and 
this rules out connection with OS lelali, in spite of Debrunner's remark (109) that e 
might be a preverb. See the text further on, p. 43. 

43 See on this point Allen, Lingua 7, 1958, 12770. 
U See Hamm, Grammatik zu Sappho und Alkaios, 1957, 15 f . 
•• I stress this because Pisani has now repeatedly claimed that the Aeolic group 

is closely linked with Oscan-Umbrian. See, e.g., RhM 98, 1955, 9 with fn. 9; RIL 89, 
I956, 9, 13, 16 (lega linguistica). Against the combination of the Greek and Osco-Um
brian labializations see also Ambrosini, ASNSPis3, 25, 1956, 72 ; Leumann, at Leumann
Hofmann-Szantyr, Lateinische Grammatik IT, 1965, 20*. 
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gWh before eji and thus *egWhis appears as iz, Greek does not palatalize before 
L and hence we find iSqnc;. Hence the behaviour of Armenian and Greek, though 
showing some superficial resemblance, dissolves into a series of disagreements 
when examined more closely. It is quite unjustified to state that the develop
ment of labiovelars before palatal vowels is identical in the two languages 
and then proceed to draw even geographical conclusions concerning the early 
migrations of the Greeks 46, 

But whereas, in the case of Armenian, the distance of the historical habi
tats in itself counsels caution, with dialects that, in historical times, lived in 
close proximity of, and are known to have had contacts with, the Greek world, 
the question of linguistic interaction acquires renewed interest. 

That the Lycians meet both these conditions is clear; especially close were 
their connections with the Pamphylians 47. Now one of the few points of 
Lycian grammar that seem to be well-established is that the relative-indefi
nite was ti- 48. Since Lycian, as a member of the Anatolian group, can be 
presumed to have shared the relative-indefinite kWis of this group, its ti
obviously derives from kWi- and thus shows the same development as E. 
Greek ,,[c; 49. 

But this type of palatalization of a labiovelar to t(i)- is unique in the 
Indo-European world: being confined to these two languages, it is unlikely 
to be independent in both. Since, on the other hand, it is found in the whole 
Greek area, it cannot, even if this were theoretically possible, be due to Ly
cian influence on E. Greek. Surely it must be the other way round: the 
peculiar Lycian development is due to the influence of Greek. 

A similar problem would seem to arise with Lydian whose connections 
with the Greek world are also well-known. There the relative is said to appear 
as pidjPid, obviously continuing lE kWisjkWid. Now Lydia is close to the 
Aeolis, with its 'marked' labialism. Since the labialism is more consistent 
here than in other areas of Greek, one might suggest that this is due to a 
foreign impulse, and I did, in fact, consider the possibility that Lydian 
with its complete labialization (seeing that kW > P even before i) might have 

Cl See for the linguistic evidence Pisani, Ricerche Linguistiche 1, 1950, 165 f., 
esp. 175, 176, 192; and for the conclusions RhM 95, 1952, 16 f.; 97, 1954, 47 f.; 98, 
1955, Il. 

47 See Thumb-Scherer II 176 f. 
&8 Pedersen, Lykisch und Hittitisch, 1945, 21 f.; Heubeck, Lydiaka, 1959, 72; 

Georgiev, Issledovanija po sravnitel'nomu jazykoznaniju, 1958, 156; Laroche, BSL 
55, 1960, 175 f.; Houwink ten Cate, The Luwian population groups of Lycia and Cilicia, 
1965, 69 f. 

49 This is also observed by Pisani (RhM 98, 1955, Il) who, however, draws no con
clusions; nor does his pupil A. Steiner in his long discussion, RIL 88, 1955, 334, esp. 
fn. 31, although p. 337 seems to hint at an extensive palatalization, affecting even 
Lycian. But in my view it is a historical process, within a well-defined area. 
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been the source. But the peculiar behaviour of Aeolic which avoids the labial 
exactly where the Lydian would show it, tends to discourage such a con
clusion, however well it might suit the principles of linguistic geography. 
It is to be abondoned altogether if Heubeck is right in arguing that the 
Lydian word is not Pis but kWis (or sim.) 50. 

The facts outlined inevitably suggest that we cannot be right in attemp
ting to split up the Greek world into well-regulated labializing and non
labializing areas. The only peculiar feature of, that is to say the only real 
exception to, the well-established rule that the development of the labio
velars is solely determined by the following vowel (and preceding u), is in 
the groups gW(h)i, where, however, the labialization is general sl. It is there
fore worth trying a different approach. 

If one examines the examples of the labialization of voiceless labiove
lars, one is struck by the fact that the two most reliable instances are 
represented by the numerals' 4 'and '5 '. Now it is well-known that these 
numerals show very similar irregularities in other languages, too. In Ger
manic, for instance, lE *kWetwores and *penkwe ought to result in (Gothic) 
*hwidwor and *finhw, but we find fidwor and fimf. As will be seen, the chan
ges are identical with those observed in 7t€aUpEC; and 7t€!L7tE. Yet no one would 
assume labialization for Germanic. It is quite clear that in Germanic inter
nal and serial assimilations took place: in *finhw the initial assimilated the 
final (labio) velar, and in fidwor the initial f- is due either to fimf or to the 
influence of -W-, or possibly to both factors. It is very likely that the same 
process accounts for the development of lE *penkwe to Latin quinque, i.e. 
both inherited -que and quattuor contributed to its qu-; exactly the same 
happened in Celtic where we find Olrish c6ic beside cethair, and OWelsh pet
guar beside pimp (Modern pedwarJpump) 52. It is therefore legitimate to as-

!O Lydiaka, 1959, 15 f., esp. 40 f. ; cf. Friedrich, IF 65, 1960, 191 f.; Vetter, Sit
zungsber. Osterr. Akad. 232/3, 1959, 3617; Masson, OLZ 1961, 354 f.; R. Gusmani, 
Lydisches Worterbuch, 1964, 33 f. This instance shows the dangers of using ill-establi
shed data of these ill-attested languages where practically everything is ill-established. 
This also applies to the argument concerning Lyc. ti- above. 

H That is, if the explanation of Heraclean tvlle:lhwx,6't'!X given above is correct. 
I should add here that Palmer's connection of Mycenaean qino- with ~LI/EW fits in, while 
connection with Horn. IlLl/w'r6c; would be ' irregular'; cf. D.M. jones, Glotta 37, 1958, 
II5, and Chantraine-Dessenne, REG 70, 1959, 301-1I. 

'2 It is quite unjustified to construct a ' sound-law' for the sake of quinque and 
coqua quercus (from *pekwa *perkWus) and especially to connect this change with the 
one seen in Celtic (W. pimp, pobi 'cook '); see, e.g., Leumann-Hofmann 129, and most 
recently, Krahe, Sprache und Vorzeit, 1954, 84; Porzig, Gliederung des idg. Sprachge
bietes, 1954, 100. That the change in Lat. quercus is independent from the Celtic change 
is shown by Hercynia (silua) which shows no assimilation from *perkun- (see also Krahe, 
Melanges Mosse, 1959, 230; Bolelli, Ricerche linguistiche 5, 1963, 102); it even suggests 
that the Latin change presupposes an inflection *perkus/gen. *perkw-os from which a. 
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sume that the labialization in 7tEcrupec; and 7tEfL7te is due to analogical pro
cesses, and not to a general sound-change. 

Even clearer seems to be the case of ·t"Y)A66ev I 7t~AOt. On the basis of the 
alternation 'T /7t it is generally assumed that the initial was lE *kw_; outside 
cognates usually quoted are Welsh pell 'far', pellaf ' extreme', and Skt. 
carama- ' last, extreme' 53. Since in that case we have to start from an Indo
European root * kWel- (and *kwels- in Celtic ?), Greek presents a rather sur
prising lengthened-grade form. Serious difficulties arise when we take into 
account Greek 7tlX.AlXt, which is again generally attached to this group. For 
Mycenaean now clearly shows that 7tOCACXt cannot derive from an old labio
velar. The forms parajo and paraja, representing the adjective 7tcxACXt6c; 55, 

are spelt with pa and this is never used for an original kWa. 
This means that the customary equation of 'TYJAoij/7t~AOt must be given 

up 56. We are now left with two unrelated groups: 7t7jAOL, 7tOCACXt, 7tcxAcxt6c; with 
original 7t- on the one hand, and the group represented by Horn. 'TY)A66ev 
etc., on the other. But since there is no need any longer to regard the 'T- of 
the latter group as deriving from an Indo-European labiovelar, we may 
suggest that this group belongs with 'T'I)ALXOC;, Lat. talis, and Lith. tol(iai) , all 
descended from lE *trilis 'of that size, stature' 57. Particularly close is, seman-

new nom. *perkwus was derived. Since, then, there are only three cases on the Latin, 
and two on the Celtic side, it seems much more likely that the change originated in one 
case - by , accident' - and was then transferred to one or two similarly structured 
forms by the process called' philological Lautersatz' by A.S.C. Ross (Studia Neophi
lologica 30, 1958, II-16; see also Pisani, Rendiconti di Istituto Lombardo 75, 1942, 
172-190; L'etimologia, 1947, 96 f.), There can be little doubt that in both groups the 
leading word was *penkwe which became *kwenkwe. During the time original *penkwe 
and new *kwenkwe were in competition, the old form *pekwQ (and *perkwus in Latin) 
also acquired a byform *kWekWQ (and *kwerkWus) . 

• 3 See Boisacq, Dict. etym. 740, 966; Schwyzer, GG I 295, 300, 631; Pokorny, IEW 

64 The fact that Lesbian also shows 7), excludes the possibility of 7) being due to 
compensatory lengthening . 

•• See, e.g., Lejeune, Memoires rr8-120, 311. Heubeck (Sprache 4, 1958, 9049, follo
wed by Thumb-Scherer, Il 334) is obviously wrong in try:ng to separate parajo from 
7tcxAcx~6<;. Note especially the contrast between paraja in PY Sa 787 and newa PY Sa 
843 (+ Xa II90 + Sa 1270); see Chadwick, Minutes of the London Seminar, 28.5. 
1958, but especially Chadwick-Baumbach, Glotta 41, 1963, 232; Doria, Testi Micenei 
Il, 1958, 23. 

'8 How dangerous it is to operate with pers onal names is shown by T7)Ae:cpcXlI'I)<; 
which is usually grouped with the words under discussion and equated with an Aeolic 
II7)Ae:cpcX\l7)<; . But the crucial TI - of the Aeolic form is not attested (see Hamm, o. c., 152) 

and T7)Ae:CPcX\l7)<;, together with T~A£CPO<;, may be borrowed from Asianic Telepinus, as is 
suggested by Barnett, Studies H. Goldmann, 1956, 219. 

61 I have discussed this group in Annali, Istituto Universitario Orientale, Napoli, 
Sezione Linguistica, Il, 1960, 1 f. 
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tically, the Baltic group formed by Lithu. toli, adv. ' far " tolus, adj. 'far', 
tolis ' distance', toluma, tolumas 'id. " t6limas 'far, distant', (nu)-tolti ' go 
away' (Fr. 's'eloigner', Germ. 'sich entfernen ') ; Latv. tals ' far, distant " 
tale ' distance', talu 'far away', talums ' distance'; 0 Pruss. talis 'farther 
away' 58. 

Turning now to the voiced labiovelar, we find that the Aeolic forms 
(Lesb.) ~6AAO{l<X~, (Thess.) ~EAAO{l<X~, (Boeot.) ~dAO{l'YJ (from ~~AO{l<X~), show not 
only a labial but also varying vocalism. Attic-Ionic ~OUAO{l<X~ agrees in its 
vowel with Lesbian ~6AAO{l<X~ while the Thessalian-Boeotian vocalism is paral
leled by W. Greek (Heraclean, Theran, Cyrenaean, Rhodian, Coan, Calym
nian, Elean) I3~Ao{l<X~ and (Phocian, Locr.) I3dAo{l<X~. A further peculiarity is 
seen in the present-form ~6AO{l<X~ which is found in Arcadian (Schwyzer, Delec
tus 6549 ~6Ae:-t'o~, but note that w is not used in this inscription; 6562, ~oA6-
(levov, w used; 657 46 ~6A'YJ"O~' w used; 66540 13~<x~oAeuo"<X{lLvoC;, w is used; 674. 
~6A'YJ"<X~' w used), Cyprian (? cp. O"L ~6Ae" "L 6EAe~, Kll1tpLO~ Hesych.) and 
Ionic (Thasos, 777 A2 ~6A'YJV; Eretria 80832 ~oA6{levov, ~6A'YJ"<X~; Oropus, 8lI3l 

~6A'YJ"<X~' 1.43 ~oAo{levo~) . 
The alternation between ~- and 13- is indicative of an original labiovelar : 

the root is *gWel-. The development of the labiovelar is in agreement with 
the general rules applying to the labiovelars, but from our point of view the 
Aeolic forms of the mainland are noteworthy because Thess. ~eAAo{l<X~ and 
Boeot. ~dAO{l'YJ show labial development before a front-vowel and thus seem 
to bear out the doctrine of Aeolic labialization. But the varying vocalism 
of this verb is still obscure and it can only be clarified if we gain a better 
insight into the general pattern of its inflexion than has been the case hitherto. 

To begin with, the etymology of this verb cannot be regarded as satis
factorily established. Today, Kretschmer's suggestion that our verb is a 
middle form of ~OCAAW, is accepted by many 59. He thought that the semantic 
gap was bridged by certain uses of ~OCAAO{l<X~, especially such phrases as Horn. 
~ocAAe0"6<x~ tvl. &u{l<;l, tvl. qJpeO"L, {le,,~ qJpeo"L; the perfect ~e~ouA<X, expressing 
the result, thus acquired the meaning' to wish' which was then somehow 
transferred to the present too (l.c. 164). But the last two steps are by no 

68 The clear equation TIjAO- = Lithu. toli- favours Vasmer's suggestion (REW I 
327) that the Slavic group of Russ. dal' 'distance', daliikij 'far, distant' is transfor
med from *tal- under the influence of dolgij , long " davl < long ago' etc. It is even pro
bable that the interpenetration went deeper. The Slav comparative dalje cannot have 
an original ti (Vaillant, Gram. comp. II 575 f.) ; in the same way, davl < of old, once (upon 
a time) , has a strange lengthened grade if it derives from lE *deu-, not explained by 
Otr~bski, Sprache 6, 1960. 165. Both are clear if original *delje and dev-/dov- became 
dti- under the influence of *tal-, while the latter changed to *dtil- . 

58 Kretschmer, Glotta 3. 1912. 160 f. Cf. Schwyzer, GG I 284. 693; Frankel, IF 
59, 1948, 156 f.; Hamm, o. c., 127; Frisk, GEW I 259. 
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means convincing, and even the first step is unsatisfactory as a starting point. 
A phrase like (Od. 12, 217-8): 

crot 3e xu~ep\/li&', cil3' ~7tL"t'eAAO[l.IXL· &'AA' ~\/t OU[l.cj) 

~ocAAeu, ~7tE:t \/1)0C; YAlXqlUPliC; Ot~LIX \/w[l.ifc;, 

clearly shows the meaning expected of ~OCAAW: ( tu aut em in corde tuo iacta, 
voluta ' ; cp. ( tales iactantem pectore curas ' (Virgil, Aen. I 321), ( atque haec 
ipse suo tristi cum corde volutat ' (ibid. VI 185), etc. From this meaning we 
can never get to our goal 60 . 

Curiously enough, the clearest cognate of our verb has so far escaped 
notice. The Slavonic languages present Russ. zelat' (desire', Old Church 
Slavic zeleti, zelati ~7tLOu[l.e'i:\/, OeAeLV etc., which show not only the requi
red meaning, but also the required form: together with Gk. ~OUAO[l.IXL they 
derive from lE *gWel-. The reason for the failure to recognize this clear rela
tionship is the attachement to another Greek verb, &eAw, which, together 
with the Slavic group, is traced to lE *gWhel- 61. But a few years ago the late 
Debrunner cogently proved that '&eAw was a secondary form, arisen from 
&'&eAW by aphaeresis 62. This would seem to put an end to any comparison 
of WeAw with zellti. Oddly enough, Debrunner himself thought (l. C., 109) 
that the equation could be saved by resorting to a prefix ~- so that the stem 
would still be *.&eA-. But the plain fact is that ~OeAw would be the only instance 
in the whole Greek vocabulary in which this mysterious prefix, unattested 
in any other Indo-European language (!), would make its appearence 63. 

This is quite sufficient to give up the etymology, especially as now we have 
the equation ~oA-/3eA- = zel- which suffers from no disability 64. But the 

60 See also the rrusglvmgs of K. Forbes, Glotta 36, 1958, 22 . 
61 See, e.g., Vasmer, REW I 414 ; Pokorny, IEW 489, etc. - ON gildra 'trap', 

gitja ' lure' cannot derive from *gWh- in any case. 
6' Debrunner, Festschrift Zucker, 1954, 83-110, esp. 105. See also the earlier discus

sions by Schulze, GGA 1897, 9II3 ; Schwyzer-Debrunner, GG II 491; Frankel, Lingua 
Posnaniensis 3, 1951, 116 f. 

63 I am not here concerned with other prefixes such as 0-, e-, 15-, on which see Schwy
zer-Debrunner, II 491; Pokorny, IEW 280 f.; and quite recently Bailey, BSOAS 20, 
1957, 48; and, with especially large claims, Steinhauser, Zeitschrift fiir o.eutsche Mun
dartforschung 27, 1960, 101 f. Greek ~ydp(i) , as against *ger- of the other languages, 
remains difficult, but a prefix is most unlikely (see Schwyzer, GG I 648 with fn. 3, 
but also Specht KZ 62, 1935, 56) . This should be taken into account when we try to 
assume ~ye:lp(i) already for Mycenaean (see Palmer, TPS 1958, 13 on to-no-e-ke-te-1'i-jo). 

6& I should mention here that zeteti means not only 'em!lUf.Le:LII, llE:AELII' but also 
, 7tEv!ldv, xAxlELV', and the nominal derivative lath means 'f.LV1)f.LELOV' and letja is 'llp'ijvoc;'. 
For this reason some scholars think the whole group must be connected with that of 
Lithu. getti ' sting, smart', geld' pain " ORG quata ' pain " ORG quelan ' to suffer pains " 
OE ewe tan ' die " ON kvelia ' cause pain, torture " OE eweUan, ORG queUen 'kill' (see, 
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group of lE *gWel- ' desire, wish' is not confined to the two verbs mentioned 
so far. In view of its meaning, ' desire, long for', the Slavic verb represented 
by Russian Church Slavonic zbldeti, Serbian Church Slavonic zlndeti, 'desi
derare " unmistakably belongs with our *gWel-. This means that Skt. grdhyati 
'is greedy, desires violently', gardha- 'desire', Avest. gorooa-, usually 
equated with this Slavic group, must also be derived from lE *gWel-dh-, and 
not from *gheldh- 65. Thus the hitherto assumed lE *gheldh- 'desire', con
fined to Aryan and Slavic, will have to disappear from our dictionaries; 
instead, a new lE *gWel- will have to be entered, attested in Greek, Aryan 
and Slavic 66. 

Having settled the question of the etymology, we must now turn to the 
peculiar paradigm of ~OUAOfJ.a.L: how is the bewildering variety in the voca
lism, and especially the vocalism of the present, to be interpreted? 

That the present ~OUA- /~OAA- /OYjA- absorbed a consonant after the root
final -A- was recognized fairly early. Brugmann was the first to posit a pri
mitive *gelnomai I golnomai 6'. But this explanation was attacked on the 

e.g., Pisani, Rendiconti, Istituto Lombardo, 77,1944, 550; Frankel, Lingua Posnaniensis 
3, 1951, 118; but cf. Vasmer, REW I 414). But whereas the semantic shift from ori
ginal 'sting' to ' pain, torture, kill ' is clear, the further change to ' compassion, mour
ning', but especially to 'desire', is impossible. The reverse, however, from' desire' 
to . miss, mourn for', is just asclear and in line with Rorace's well-known address, 
consoling Virgil, disconsolate at the death of his dearest friend Quinctilius (Carm. I 
24, I) : Quis desiderio sit pudor aut modus tarn carl capitis? And in general desiderium 
is . dolor ipse et molestia, quae sentitur in carentia rei optatae', ' grief for the want of 
anything, regret '. Note also that in Slavic iellti there is no trace of the meanings 
'pain, torture', whereas if/lo, truly connected with Lith. gelti • sting " has the meaning 
, sting '. It is therefore clear that, apart from the last-named, all the other Slavic words 
(Russ. ieldt', iaW', ial', ielja) are to be connected with *gwel- 'desire, wish '. 

45 Cf., e.g., Pokorny, IEW 434. It goes without saying that Slavic goldo- ' hunger', 
if correctly connected with ibld-, also derives from *gWol-dho-, not *gholdho-. A nice 
point concerning the history of Indo-European philology would be to establish who 
first invented the initial gh- for this group; there is not the slightest indication of it 
either in Sanskrit or, naturally, in Slavic. We must also doubt whether the Aryan group 
could be grouped with Gothic gredus' (yearning) hunger' etc., since its vocalism fits 
in much more naturally with *gWel-dh-. 

•• The gloss CP(xAt~£t' %€A£t (Res.) should be dismissed from any debate on ~etAW. 
For more recent explanations, cf. Pisani, Rendiconti, Istituto Lombardo, 77, 1944,550-1 
(in spite of Debrunner, Festschrift Zucker, 1954, 11017); Frankel, Lingua Posnaniensis 
3, 1951, 117· We must not lose sight of the fact that the glossographers noted words in 
poetic and prose texts because the usage was peculiar, usually a bold metaphor. The 
damage done by indiscriminately taking as an ordinary meaning of a word a lemma en
tered in a glossographer is by now almost irreparable. To use cPtxAt~£t for comparative 
purposes, when we cannot have the faintest idea of the context in which it was used, 
is highly perilous. 

'7 Brugmann, Curtius' Studien 4, 1871, 12I. 
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ground that original -AV- cannot give -A- with compensatory lengthening 68, 

and that from -AV- we would have either -AA- (cp. IlAAUfLL, EAA6<;) or -AV
( : 7t(AVlXfLlXL) 69. Since original -Acr- would meet the requirements, Meillet sug
gested that ~oUAOfLcy'L derived from *~oAcrofLlXL, the aorist sUbjunctive of ~6AOfLlXL ; 
~EAAOfLlXL / S~AOfLlXL preserved the old e-vocalism of the aorist, while *~6AcrofLlXL 
was analogically reformed after the present ~6AOfLlXL 70. Kretschmer noted 
the peculiar o-vocalism of the present ~6AOfLlXL and thought that it could only 
come from the perfect *~E~OAlX, which, as we have seen, he regarded as the 
resultative form (' I have decided = I will ') of the middle of ~OCAA('u. In his 
view the original paradigm (in Attic) was: 

pres. ~OCAAOfLlXL aor. subj. *SEAcrofLGtL perf. ~E~OAlX 

which, under the influence of the perfect, became 

and, after the change of ~6AcrofLlXL to ~OUAofLlXL, the new paradigm was adjus
ted to 

The development in the other dialects did not, in his view, call for further 
comment (1. c. 164). 

A few years later, Meillet seems to have slightly modified his earlier 
view: ~6AAOfLlXL is no longer regarded as an aor. subj., "on ne peut penser 
qu'a une formation du type de lat. quaeso (ancien *quaisso) en face de quaero; 
c'est une sorte de desideratif" 72. 

Today, the Meillet-Kretschmer view is generally accepted 73. But there 
are several difficulties which are not really faced, especially in Meillet's view. 
On his view, the pivot of the whole system is a primeval present with o-vo
calism represented by ~6AOfLcy'L; it is this that induces the change from the 
expected aor. subj. (or present desiderative) *gWe1-s- to *gWol-s-. But it is 
also acknowledged that o-vocalism is exceptional in the present 74, in other 

18 See O. Hoffmann, Die griechischen Dialekte I, 1891, 218. He assumed that the 
original cluster was -Ay-, which, in ~6AO[LCXL, was simplified to -),-, but all this is impos
sible. 

It ]. Schmidt, KZ 32, 1893, 385. 
1. Meillet, IF 5, 1895, 328. 
11 Kretschmer, Glotta 3, 1912, 161 f. 
12 Meillet, MSL 20, 1918, 130-1; no notice is taken of Kretschmer's discussion. 
73 See, e.g., Boisacq 129, IIOI; Specht, KZ 59, 1932, 104; Schwyzer, GG I 284, 

693; Chantraine, Morphologie 291, Gram. Horn. 12 3II. 426; Frisk, GEW I 259; Lejeune, 
Traite de phonetique grecque, 19552 , 108. 

" See, e.g., Meillet-Vendryes, Gram. Comp. 235; Chantraine, Morphologie 247, 
Gram. Horn. I 3II. Meillet's view that o-vocalism points to an early athematic inflec
tion (MSL 19, 1915, 181 f . ; 20, 1918, 103 f.; Introduction1 203) is contradicted by the 
enormous number of athematic presents with e- vocalism. Most of his positive material 
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words it is highly irregular and requires some more rational explanation 
than tacit acquiescence. It is likewise difficult to see why a desiderative as 
distinct from the future, should be introduced into the Greek verbal system. 
There is no trace of it in the living system. 

If one is prepared to acknowledge that eXM~Cil might have had a desidera
tive -eJ- originally, in Homer it is a pure, independent present, with no non
desiderative eXA€XCil at its side 75. The difficulties caused by \lLeJO{lo(L or \lLeJeJO{lo(L 
do not disappear with the assumption of a desiderative suffix 76. It would 
be much easier to accept the aor. subj., since with a verb of this meaning 
the generalization of a " subjunctive" is at least attested in Gothic wiljau, 
OHG willu, OE wille 77 ; the tendency to use uelim, nolim, malim is also well 
known. But the change of the expected *gWel-s- to *gWol-s- would be incompre
hensible: no other example of such a change seems to be attested. ' We can 
also see the reason for this: far from succumbing to the pressure of other 
tenses, it is the aorist that leads the way. This is clear in ~OUAO{lo(L itself: 
the dialectal ~e:AA- / S'f)A- can owe their e-vocalism only to the aorist *gWel-s-. 
Finally, we should note that the aorist subj. or desiderative interpretation 
is solely based on the assumption that the last consonant cannot be -\1- and 
therefore must be -eJ-. But this assumption is quite clearly wrong. There can 
be no doubt that an original *gWol-n- would have resulted in ~OUA-/~CilA-/~OAA- 78. 

From the phonetic point of view there is therefore no difficulty in starting 
from a present *gWolno-/gWelno- as was maintained by Brugmann throughout 
his life 79. The only question is whether this formation can be justified. 

is quite inadequate for the hsk. Arm. utem ' eat' does not prove *od- as will be shown 
elsewhere. Lat. uomo, tonat, domo have nothing to do with an o-grade athematic and the 
use of Russ. stonu etc., when both OSlav. stenjQ and Lithu. stenu show that it is due to 
the noun ston, seems incomprehensible. From Slavic padQ ' fall' Meillet deduces that it 
is an odginal athematic (lengthened 1) o-grade aorist of *ped-; but is there any other 
example of such an aorist ? It is impossible to produce here the whole material but even 
a cursory check shows that there is no foundation for the doctdne. Meillet himself points 
out that in some cases composition may be responsible for the o-grade (which is not so 
different from Hirt's suggestion in Ablaut, 1900, 175 f., whom he subsequently attacked 
in MSL 20, 103). In others, one should stress, nominal forms have exerted an influence; 
padQ is clearly connected with the lengthened o-grade of pod- ' foot'. It should also be 
noted that in many of his examples the 0 is preceded by a labial. A thorough revalua
tion of the very heterogeneous matedal would be a distinct service; at present, see 
R. Hiersche, IF 68, 1963, 149-159. 

7$ ct. Chantraine, Gram. Horn. I 440. 
78 Chantraine, 1. c., and 313, as against Morphologie 291. 
77 Prokosch, Compar. Germanic Grammar, 1939, 224 f. ; Braune-Helm, Ahd. Gram., 

19507, 306-7; Sievers-Brunner, Altenglische Gramm., 19512, 392-3. 
78 Cp. Schwyzer's characteristic hesitating attitude (GG I 283) with Lejeune's 

much more discriminating and clear-cut exposition, Traite de phonetique grecque, 
1955', 132 f. 

78 Cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gram., 19003, 73.88.288; IF 32, 1913, 184 f. ; Grundriss' 
II 3, 1916, 122 f. 316. 
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We have seen above that the Indo-European antecedent of ~OUAOfL<XL 

was of the form *gWel-. Whatever the origin of the labiovelars, this form was 
certainly in a ' Reimverband ' with the root *wel- ' choose, wish '. Now beside 
the original athematic form *wel-mi, represented by o Lithu. pa-velmi, Lat. 
uolo and Germanic wiljau (which is an optative of the athematic inflection), 
we find, in Aryan, several other formations in the present. In Vedic the 9th 
conjugation v,!,~zite is the only type in use, but from the Upani!?ads onwards 
the 5th conjugation V1:1foti / v'!'1fute is also attested 80. The antiquity of both 
types is guaranteed by the fact that both occur in A vest an from the Gathas 
onwards 81. It seems therefore reasonable to assume that at least one of these 
types was also used in the Early Greek present of *gWel-. In trying to recons
truct the primitive Greek form, we should bear in mind that the Aryan forms 
are middle and show the nil-grade of the root in the present. We shall there
fore posit for Early Greek either *gWj-na-mai or *gWj-nu-mai. What forms can 
be expected from these antecedents in historical Greek? 

The problem of the development of a sonant liquid faces us in some -VUfLL

presents, too. The verbs .&6pvUfL<XL OpVUfLL (}'t'0PVUfLL OfLOPYVUfLL are also based 
on a root form with r and, as can be seen, r is in them represented by op. 
We need not discuss here the reasons for the deviation from the normal 
<xp /p<x 82. But we may observe that the tendency noticed in these verbs would 
be reinforced by a preceding labiovelar. We can therefore expect from *gWlnu-
mai no other development than *gWolnumai > *~OAAUfL<XL / *~oAufLcy'L. In the 
same way, *gWlnamai would have resulted in *~OAACY.fL<XL / *~6A<XfL<XL. Support 
came also from the noun ~OUA1) as we shall see presently. 

It is rather difficult to choose between these two antecedents. In the 
case of *~oAA<XfL<XL / ~6AClfLClL the transfer to the thematic inflection would 
be of the same type as that seen in XOCfLvW 't'OCfLvW OOCXVW 83. The mode of transfer 
is indicated by such forms as fL<XPVOLfLE6Cl (Od. II,513), its reality by ~~ELVEV 
beside ~dVClfLEV. Horn. dAOfLexL presents an exact parallel. On the other hand, 
an original *~OAAUfL<XL / *~OAufLClL, most forms of which differed from the the
matic type only in having -u- instead of -0- (*~OAUfLClL, *~OAUfLE6C(, ~oAUfLEVO::; 

etc.), could just as easily be transferred to that group. 
The noun ~OUA1) 'will, decision; counsel', with the dialect variants 

~OAACl / ~WACl, may also have helped in stabilizing the thematic inflection, since 

80 See Whitney, Roots, 1885, 163. 
81 See Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, 1904, 1360 f. 
82 Ruiperez discussed the problem in Emerita 17, 1949, 106-II8, but his assump

tion of disyllabic roots (with i > wp > op) is hardly convincing, see Risch, Glotta 33, 
1954, 217. 

83 See Schwyzer, GG I 693. On 1tLVW see now Leumann, Mus. Helv. 14, 1957, 75 f., 
esp. 78 f., and Frei, Cahiers F. de Saussure 16, 1959, 3 f., esp. 9 fn. 35; L. Gil, Eme
rita 32, 1964, 174; on x&p.vw, "tXP.VC.l, G. Cardona, Language 36, 1960, 502 f . 
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the pattern • thematic noun: thematic verb' was pervasive, while • thematic 
noun: athematic verb in -UfLIXL' was not. That this noun is derived from our 
verb cannot be doubted 84. The antecedent is less clear. Theoretically it could 
be either *g"'ol-sa or *gWol-na. Meillet (l. c. I3I) thought that ~OUA~ .. doit 
etre un ancien *gWolsa ". But the only parallels he can give come from Sla
vie, for the very good reason that in Greek there are no suitable instances 85 . 

On the other hand good, and archaic, examples such as 1toLV~, wv~ (Aeol. 
()VVOC, from *wos-na: *wes- • to buy') and XTOLVtX (from xn- 86), are definitely 
in favour of *gWolna 87. But whether the antecedent of "OUA~ was *gWolna 
or *gWolsa 88, it is clear that the existence of an Early Greek *gWolla was of 
considerable help in establishing the initial *gWoll- in the present of the verb, 
too, which, as we have seen, derived from gWI-n-. 

One last problem in this group is presented by the present ~6AOfL<XL of 
Arcado-Cyprian and some Ionic areas. After what has been said above we 
can no longer accept Meillet's suggestion that it is the thematized form of 
an old athematic o-grade present 89. But it is just as unlikely that it should 
represent a reduced *gW)omai 90 or *~tXAOfLIXL 91, since there is no reason why 
the full-grade should be avoided. Frisk envisages the possibility that ~6AOfLIXL 
is a short-vowel subjunctive of an old athematic aorist 92. But the recourse 
to the aor. subj. again fails to answer the question why the aorist and why 

84 "En realite, on n'a aucun droit de lier la forme du verbe ' vouloir' a. celle du 
substantif ... ; les sens divergent, et il n'est pas evident que ~OUA1] soit' un nom verbal 
sait sur ~OUAOiJ.(X~" (Meillet, MSL 20, 130) is a very strange statement indeed. For the 
femantic development of ~OUA1j from ' will, decision' to ' counsel' see Porzig, Die Na
men fiir Satzinhalte im Griechischen u. Indogermanischen, 1942, 230. 

85 See Schwyzer, GG I 516. The only promising word that seems to combine 0-

grade deverbative formation with an s-suffix, the noun M;o:, is not really parallel; it has 
-ci and its ending -sa is not original, see Leumann, Homerische Warter, 1950, 173 f. ; 
J. Egli, Heteroklisie im Griechischen, 1954, 79 f. D. Tabachovitz (Homerische e:t
Satze, 1951, 140 f.) criticizes Leumann's view, but has nothing to offer. Cf. Frisk, GEVV 
I 410; Szemer{myi, Syncope, 1964, 376'. 

88 See on this and Myc. kotona, Palmer TPS 1954, 25 f. ; Myc. Greek texts, 1963. 
186 f. 

87 This form was posited by Brugmann, Grundriss' I 358; Porzig, Namen fUr Satz
inhalte, 1942, 230; Lejeune, Traite de phonetique, 132, 192; while Meillet's *gWolsa is 
accepted by Chantraine, Formation des noms, 1933, 23; Buck, Comparative Grammar 
of Greek and Latin, 1948, 149. 

88 But this certainly cannot be based on the aor. subj. ~oAa- as is strangely taught 
by Frisk, GEW I 259. On the other hand, the terminus technicus (3WA& 'council' in Argo
lie, Cretan and Boeotian, is not an Aeolic element in Doric, nor a Common Greek *gWolna 
(Porzig, Namen fiir Satzinhalte, 1942, 230) but borrowed from Ionic-Attic. 

8> Meillet, MSL 19, 186; Meillet-Vendryes, Gram. comparee 235. 
OD Specht, KZ 59, 1932, 104. 
U Brugmann, Grundriss' rr 3, 122 f., 3161. 
82 Frisk, GEW I 259. 
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the subjunctive should have been used. It is worth recalling that Wacker
nagel emphasized that, as shown by Goth. wiljau, Latin uelim and Greek 
l:pcxLfLcxv etc., it was the optative that was commonly used of this type of verb, 
not the subjunctive 93. Here again, I believe, Aryan gives a clue to our pro
blem. Gathic Avestan in particular offers, besides the suffixed forms vrnu-, 
vrna-, the unenlarged athematic present *vartai. The attested forms are: 
varata (Y.30,S) 'they chose', varomaidi (Y.3Z,Z) 'we choose' 94, vairimaidi 
(Y.3S,3) 'we might choose' (pot.), Jravarota (Y.3I,IO) 'chose', Jravarane 
(Y.lz,8,I) 'I wish to choose " ni-varani (Y.S3A) 'I will love ' 95. In accord 
with this, we find in Vedic the root-aorist based on the nil-grade of the 
root: indic. 1. sg. dvri, 3. sg. dvrta, opt. 3. sg. vurita, but also the s-aorist 
forms dvni, dvr4hvam, dvnata. Accordingly, we now have reason to assume 
for Early Greek a present *gWel-mai, subj. *gWelomai, and a root-aorist *(e)gWl
man, subj. gWl-omai, perhaps also an s-aorist * (e)gWls-to, * (e)gWls-11,to. But 
there is no foundation for assuming, as has always been done to date, an 
s-aorist * (e)gWels-man. 

Against this background, we might still wish to maintain that the aor. 
*gWI-man, *gWI-so, *gWl-to etc., developed, with the change of *gwt- to *~OA-, 

into *~oA-fLiiv, *~OA-crO, *~OA-'t'O, showing the required stem-form *~OA-, which 
could then induce a similar change in the present form *gWel-mai, *gWelomai 
to *~OAfLCXL: *~6AOfLCXL. But it will now be clear that the alternation between 
~OAA-/~e:AA- is better understood as being, in the latter case, due to an amal
gamation of the two present-types *gWollomai / *gWelmai into *gWellomai. 
And if this is true, ~6AOfLCXL is also likely to represent a blend of the two pre
sents, but of a slightly different kind: *gWollomai affected *gWelomai only 
to the extent of changing its root-vowel to o. In this the noun *gWolla (from 
*gWolna) may of course also have played its part. As far as the problem of 
the initial labiovelar in this group is concerned, we now see that whereas 
in W. Greek the development of *gWellomai to a~AOfLCXL / adAOfLCXL was 'regu
lar " in E. Greek the o-grade, with concomitant ~, was generalized in ~O\)A-/ 
~OAA- / ~OA-, except in mainland-Aeolic where the coexistent presents gWollo-
mai/*gWel(o)mai, led to gWollomai/*gWellomai, eventualy with the suppression 
of the former, but with the retention of its labiovelar development. It is of 
course possible that the labiovelar development in ~EAAOfLCXL is not due to 
(a long dropped) ~6AAOfLCXL but to the noun ~OAAOC and/or the aorist l:~A6fLiiv. 
The latter line would be paralleled by 7tEAOfLCXL fl:nMfL1Jv, while the former seems 

., Wackemagel, Vorlesungen tiber Syntax, P, 1926, 60 . 
• , See M.W. Smith, Studies in the Syntax of the Gathas, 1929, 71, as against Bartho

lomae, AiWb. 1361. 
.6 Smith, o. c., 158. Note that Humbach's interpretations (Die Gathas des Zara

thustra I-H, 1959) are in many cases rather different. 

4 
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to have a correspondance in 1td()(x~ (: Att. -re:~cro:~) which is, to all appearan
ces, solely conditioned by 1tmvcl. 

If one is still prepared to believe in Aeolic labialization, the use of &~e:A

rpe:oc; in Lesbian poetry and inscriptions is surely bound to be rather discon
certing. That poets who use mxp6e:vLXii for the mxp6evoc; of other dialects, 
should eschew their dialect-form in this important kinship-term is hardly 
credible. Nor is it any more likely that ~Epa ' neck' is again a foreign import. 
The place-name Be:ArpOL, as compared with the more widespread ~e:ArpOL, 

certainly suggests a labiovelar, although one does not really feel that a com
parison with ~e:ArpUC; ~eArpcx~ etc. is very helpful - we may be the victims of 
popular etymology. But even if the name is of lndo-European origin, with 
a true labiovelar, a primitive *gWelbho- could develop into ~e:ArpO- in the 
same way as 1tEfl1te: developed from *penkwe, i.e. by simple assimilation of 
the labiovelar to the following labial. We should not, however, lose sight 
of the fact that an original *belpho- may in some dialects have been dissi
milated to *delpho-. An exact parallel to the latter process is supplied by 
the contrast of Boeot. ~ErpUpCX and Cret. ~ECPUpCX (with a third variant in 
yerpupcx) where lndo-European origin, and with it a labiovelar, is utterly 
unlikely 96. As far as the common noun Att. ~e:ArpLC;, Lesb. ~EACP~Ve:C; is concer
ned, it would seem reasonable to assume borrowing of a Mediterranean term 
rather than internal derivation from ~e:ArpUC; etc.; but even in the latter case 
gW-ph > b-ph could be normal in Aeolic, as in the now famous ipopoqoi < 
ikwophorgW 0-. 

Another often quoted example of Aeolic labialization is the Boeotian 
name Ehocpe:a-roc;, derived, from &Ecrcrcxcr6cx~ / 1t06EW. But the name is also spelt 
0~Ocpe:Lcr-rOC; and the second part as (ll -rWLQ-) CPYJcr-roc; 97. I t is therefore by no means 
certain that -cpe:a-roc; represents *gWhedh-tos. It may just as easily, in fact 
more easily, derive from *rpCXe:crTOC; (cf. cpoce:vvoc;) with the Boeotian contrac
tion of cxe: to YJ (later e:L). It is equally unfounded to infer from the contrast 
Thess. lle:-r&CXAOL: Boeot. ct>e:-rTO'.AOt: Att. 0e:ncxAoL that the primitive form had 
a labiovelar. Since the original form of the name is unknown, and lndo-Euro
pean derivation is made rather difficult by the presence in the local form of 
--r&- it is probably best to regard it as an autochthonous, certainly non-lndo
European and pre-lndo-European, name which may have started as 0e:ncxAoL 
(or sim.) with subsequent dissimilation to ct>-T- and ll--r6- or, more likely, 

18 Cf. Lejeune's note (Traite de phonetique 381), who evaluates the data differently. 
For the dissimilatory processes note (see Grammont, Traite de phonetique, 19565, 310) 
OE tapor ' candle' from papyrum; Slav topolb ' poplar' from Lat. populus; Serbian 
dabar' beaver' from bbbn, on the one hand, and, on the other, Dutch kapel 'butterfly' 
from papilio; Lithu. klebonas ' priest' from MLat. plebiinus, in all of which one of tW() 
consecutive labials is dissimilated to a dental or velar . 

• 7 See for the references Thumb-Scherer II 30, 33. 
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as IIE'r6IXAoL which in nearby Boeotia became <PEnIXAoL and was then transpo
sed into the' correct' dialect-form in Att. 0E'r'rIXAOL 98. 

These observations will make us rather distrusful of the only remaining 
example, Thess. q;>~p, contrasting with .&~p in other areas. We have already 
mentioned the <P1jPEC; of the Iliad (1,268; 2,743) and suggested that their 
appearence in Homer was due to a Thessalian story being woven into the 
epic texture. Now we should point out that the identification of these «P1jPEC; 
with 01jPEC; cannot be anything else but popular etymology. The Centaurs 
are, at the beginning of our tradition, neither beastly nor beast-like beings; 
the theriomorph representation does not reach further back than the 6th 
century B.C.99 An excellent example is Chiron, the q;>~p '&ELOC; of Pindar 
(P. VI II9). Once we realize that the' realia ' make it impossible to connect 
their name with 6~p, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that it is rather 
to be connected with the numerous place-names that appear in the form 
<PEPIXL or <P"'lP~, <P"'lPIXL, <PiiPIXL, scattered over the Peloponnese and Boeotia
Thessaly 100. The founder and eponymous hero of Thessalian <PEPIXL is called 
<Pep"'lC; and his name may be identical with Macedon Bep"'lC;, just as the Macedon 
place-name BepOLIX seems connected with <PEPIXL 101. 

It would seem to be more difficult to challenge the authenticity of the 
verbal form 7tEq;>"'lLPIXXOV'rEC;, 7tEq;>ELPIXXOV'rEC; attested several times in inscriptions 
of Larissa, celebrating those who took part in the game of bull-chasing 102. 

For this is quite clearly the Thessalian equivalent of Att. -C:E'&"'lPIXX6'rEC;. But 
it is strange, to say the least, that the two inscriptions concerned come from 
the 1st century B.C. (IG IX 2, 536) and the beginning of that century (IG 
IX 2,535) respectively. What is more, other inscriptions from the same period, 
when they have to give a noun-equivalent of the expression ot TOV TIXUpOV 
7tEq;>ELPIXX6vTEC;, use ot VEVELX"'lx6'rEC; TIXUpo6"'lPL~ (IG IX 2, 531, 10 f.) or ot VE
vLx"'lx6Tec; TGC.upo6"'lPLIXV (ibid. 532, 8-9) or simply TIXUpo6"'lPLIXV (533, 9; 534, 
9). It is rather difficult to accept that in all these inscriptions TIXUpo6"'lPLIX 
shows xOLv~-influence, while in 7tEq;>ELplXx6vnc; the local form tenaciously 

os Other place-names, quoted by Thumb-Scherer II 30, 60, are so unimpressive 
that they are ignored here. 

00 See Bethe, RE XI, 1921, 172 f., esp. 178. 
100 Cf. RE XIX, 1938, 1980 f., 1796 f.; RE Supplem. 7, 1940, 984 f. 
101 See D. Detschew, Die thrakischen Sprachreste, 1957,53 f. Brandenstein, RE XIX, 

1808, 30 f. would derive <I>expexL from lE *bha- ' shine', so that the place-name would 
mean ' clearing', while <I>Ep& would be connected with lE *bhe'Y- ' hervorragen '. Since 
the form <I>expexL appears in Elis, I would rather regard it as the Elean form of <I>1)ptx.L 
(with 1) > ex) and feel rather doubtful about an Indo-European etymon. It is worth 
pointing out that the name of <I>EpexL which in literature (Strabo IX 405 ; Steph. Byz.) 
and on coins occurs as <I>expexL, shows the same change of Ep to exp as the name of KLepwv 
which appears also as KL&pWV (Thumb-Scherer II 52). 

102 On the 'l'exupoxex6&ynex see RE VA, 1934, 24 f. 
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survives. The total absence of such forms as CPEP!LO~, &~EAcpe:O~ or ~EPIX (for 
ee:p!L6~, &~e:Acp(e:)6~, ~EP'tJ) makes it extremely unlikely that this should be 
the case. The impression is strong that with the dying out of the patois 103 

efforts were, from time to time, made to revive it, and these efforts, as usual, 
often led to hyperdialectal features 104. That some sort of feeling existed 
that an Attic (or non-Aeolic) dental corresponded with a Thessalian (and 
sometimes general Aeolic) labial is, and was, clearly shown by the shibbo
leth, the name lle:-r'&IXAO( as against 0e:n1XAoL Further examples, no doubt 
always interpreted in this way, were B£AcpO( / L1e:ACPO(, ~EAAO!LlXt as compared 
with W. Greek ~~AO!LlXt and others. 

Viewed from this angle, the interpretation of the <l>!jjpe:~ as e!jjpe:~ acqui
res renewed interest. For it shows that a name that was originally a mere 
ethnic, was filled with a new, awe-inspiring, content which was the result 
of a false linguistic feeling - of popular etymology. It is not unreasonable to 
assume that this fatal step was first taken by , foreigners'. But once it was 
taken, it was bound to shape the very figure of the <l>!jjp (or Centaur), who, 
so far a mere, or (ab) normal, human had henceforth to accommodate the 
attributes of a .&~p. This would account for the curious fact that the horse
aspect is so late to emerge. 

To sum up. Our re-examination of the peculiar Aeolic labialization, has 
led to the surprising result that this labialization, at least as a regular pho
nological change, is non-existent. There are individual instances of a labial 
development - where other dialects show the 'normal' dental develop
ment - but they are due to special circumstances, such as the pressure of 
the paradigm (7te:'i:O'lXt: 7tOtv!X, ~EAAO!LlXt: ~OAA-) or the pressure of the system 
(1tEnlXpe:~ because of 7tE!L7te:) or the phonetic shape of the word (7t~!L7te:). But, 
generally speaking, the Aeolic dialects are no more of a markedly labializing 
disposition than the others 105. Throughout the Greek lands, the development 
of the labiovelars is, apart from 'accidents', determined by the following 
vowel (and a preceding u). The only real exception, and this again general, 
is the voiced labiovelar which, before t, gives, rather unexpectedly, ~. 

103 See A. Debrunner, Geschichte der griech. Sprache II (Sammlung Goschen 114), 
1954, 43· 

104 Cp. the monstrosities of Hellenistic Cretan, such as d:fLEV UfLEV 'nve:v auyye:v(e:v 

Kp(VOvr£v (Debrunner, 1. c . 40), 'restoring ' the dialect-form in lieu of Koine -e:c;. 
105 Strunk, die sog . .A.olismen der horn. Sprache, 1957, 26, also thought that labia

lization was "im .Aolischen selbst gar nicht durchgangig. " 


